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Monitoring the implementation of
socio~economic rights in South Africa:
Some lessons from the international
community'
NOMTHANDAZO NTLAMA
Hesearcher, South African Human Righls Commission, Johannesburg

INTRODUCTION
The real test for commilmem to human rights norms lies in the mechanisms that are put in place for their enforcement. In order to ensure that

socio-economic rights do not end up as mere paper rights, the progress
made in realising these rights must be closely monitored. Monitoring must
be designed to give a detailed overview of the existing situation, The

principal value of such an overview is to enable the people to determine
how government has performed in respect of the implementation of
human rights, including socio-economic rights.
The South African Constitution' places a unique emphasis on socioeconomic rights, both through the legally binding' or 'hard' protection of
these rights by the courts, and the non-legally binding or 'soft' protection
offered by non-judicial institutions such the South African Human Rights
Commission' (SAHRC) and non-governmental organisations (NGOs)' It is
not exclusively or primarily through (he couns {hat these rights are [0 be
reali~cd. In order to ~upport (he limited ju~tifiabiljty of ~ocio-economic right~

the Constitution introduced an additional soft mechanism for their protectlon.~ The decisions of the SAHRC are not binding enforcement mecha-

nisms such as the decisions of the couns. Instead. the Constitution obliges
relevant organs of state to report regularly to the SAHRC on the measures
they have taKen towards realising these rights The SAHRC, in turn, reports to parliament and also exercises a monitoring function in this regard.
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This anicle is based on <:In llflpublistwd LLM thesis cornpl(~{ed (II 1he UniversilY of
Scellenbosch 1f1 2003_
Act 108 of 19<)6.
S I 72(I)(b): and see abo De Vos P ·Pious Wishes or Directly Enforceable HUman Rights?
Social and Economic Righls in South Africa>s 1996 Constitution' (1997) 13 SIIJHR <:1167,
on the judicial prorcUion of $ocio-economic rights under the Corlslitlll iorl.
S 184(3) (hereinafter referred LO as the 'SAHRC)
S 38 (hereinafter referred LO as 'NGOs').
The eSl<:lhlishrnent of tlw South Mric<:In Human Highls Commission in 1erms of
s 181 (I )(Il) as an insritution supporting cort~tillitiofldl (Jcmocrdcy ~erves (tie purpose. As
to {he reasons for rhe establishment of the SAI-lRr. ils aims. objectives and mandate {lW
spelled out in its website (www.sahrc.org.za)
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The role of the Commission is described in section 184(3) of the Constitution:
Each year the SAHRC must require relevant organs of state to provide the Com~
mission with information on the measures they have taken towards the realisation of the rights in the Bill of Rights concerning housing. health care, food,
water, social security, education and the environment.

The SAH RC clearly has a special constitutional obligation to monitor the
realisation of the rights enshrined in the Constitution, The mandate contained in section 184(3) of the Constitution must be read in conjunction
with the other functions and powers of the Commission that are provided
in section 184 of the Constitution, The purpose of section 184(3) cannot
merely be for the SAH RC to gather information concerning socio-economic rights, the information gathered must be analysed and evaluated in
terms of the SAHRC's duty under section 184( 1)(c) to monitor and assess
the observance of human rights in the Republic,
In addition, the SAHRC has the power to take a number of steps in relation to the information that it obtains. OF particular relevance are its
powers to investigate and to report on the observance of human rights
and to take steps to secure appropriate redress where human rights have
been violated, If the SAH RC identifies a violation of any of the rights in the
Bill of Rights, it may institute litigation or make recommendations to the
t
relevant organs of state. In executing this mandate it has no direct prece·
dent in the legal systems of other countries, The closest analogy would be
with the reporting procedures on socio~economic rights under interna~
tional and regional instruments, whereby states are required, at regular
intervals, to provide information on the realisation of certain socio~eco~
nomic rights in [heir jurisdictions

[0

the relevant treaty monitoring bodies.

The SAHRC has, once again, an obligation to identify the organs of state
that are responsible for socio-economic delivery, Its primary challenge is
to establish what constitutes an organ of state and which organs are
relevant for the purpose of this section, This entails an enquiry into which
organs are charged with the task of taking measures towards the realisation of the rights in the Bill of Rights, The task of identifying relevant
organs of state requires an analysis of the constitutional division of power
between the different levels of government The three levels of government are clearly organs of state as defined in section 239(a) and (b) of the
Constitution
Another key challenge in the process is the nature of the information
that must be requested from the various organs of the state, It has been
argued that the SAHRC should focus on socio-economic rights and develop
guidelines to ensure that organs of state provide it with the relevant data'

6 S I 84(2)(a) and (b).
7 Pillay K "Identifying Relevant Organs of Stale' (1998) Report of a joint Workshop
Organised by: Community Law Centre (University of tile Western Cape) atld Centre for
Hurnarl Rights (University of Pretoria). The SAHRC is also in rhe process of developing
toolkits [hat will serve as information-gathering tools in relatiotl to socio-econornic
rights: e-mail correspondence with Mr Eric Watkinson, Deputy Director: t:conornic,Social and Cultural Rights Projects, SAHRC.
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A difficult balance will have to be struck between ensuring that it is
pracricaJ and feasible for (he relevant organs of state LO provide the infor~
mation while, at the same time, the SAHRC is provided with an effecLive
basis for evaluating their performance.
The section 184(3) procedure captures the essential spirit of inter~
national reporting procedure, It introduces the procedure at the domestic
level by plaCing an obligation on the state to justify itself to a domestic
body - which, in this instance, is the SAHRC - in respect of socio~eco~
nomic rights. By imposing this obligation, it ensures that organs of Slate
will keep the realisation of socia-economic rights on their agendas. More
than that, monitoring should galvanise organs of state by exposing short~
comings while highlighting the government's successes in the implementation of socio~economic rights, Through the introduction of a domesLic
reporting and monitoring procedure, the 'soft' prQ(ection of socioeconomic rights in the constitution has the potential to be more significant than one might have thought.

Against this background and the mandate of the SAHRC that this article
is put forward as a contribution towards establishing an effective system
of monitoring socio~economic rights in South Africa, and thereby directly
strengthening our democracy.

2 THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF MONITORING
Since the closest analogy to the domestic reporting procedure is in inter~
national practice, it is useful to analyse the reporting procedure under
international law. [ do not mean to imply that the international system
should be emulated at the domestic level; it mayor may not be suitable,
Instead, the objective is to use the system as a point of reference for the
development of a uniquely South African system Therefore, considering
the scarcity of jurisprudence in relation to socio~economic rights, reference to the international system of monitoring will be of great value to the
effective implementation of these rights domestically.
The institution of international supervisory mechanisms, through the
creation of human rights committees. has become one form of effecting
compliance with human rights treaty obligations. The main function of
such bodies is CO ensure compliance with the relevant treaty obligations.
The monitoring body has to clarify and develop standards that are to be
implemented for the effective realisation of socio~economic rights. It has
also CO assess the degree to which states are acting in conformity with
their obligations. Lastly, it has to recommend either remedial or preventive action to ensure compliance with the relevant treaty."
The monitoring bodies playa constructive role in assessing the situation
and giving advice to countries as to possible remedial actions. The pro~
cedure requires a certain amount of co-operation from states that might
not be forthcoming if it were thought that the burdens of participation out

8 V<-:I1l Dijk P pt al (eds) Restructuring the intanatlOnal Economic Order: The Role C!f Lawyers
(1996) ! 35 a( ! 44.
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weighed the benefits. As far as benefits are concerned. the importance of

the promotional aspects of implementation should not be underestimated."
The [nternational body responsible for monitoring compliance with the
International Covenant on Economic. Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
is the Committee on Economic. Social and Cul[ural Rights. I[ has been
charged with the difficul[ task of ensuring that states comply with their
obllga[ions under the covenant. This monitoring body is composed of
eighteen experts serving in their personal capacities. The Council elec[s
them by secret ballot from a list nominated by state parties to the ICESCR.
Fur[hermore. special considerations are given to equitable geographical
distribution and to the representation of different forms of social and legal

systems

"

Monitoring on the interna[ional plane draws on the reporting as well as
the petition systems. Only the reporting procedure. which has a theoretical and practical basis. will be discussed below."

3 REPORTING OBLIGATIONS
Reporting obligations are often used as an enforcement mechanism of
human rights norms at the international level." A whole range of United
Nations and regional human rights conventions require state parties on a
regular basis to give an account to international supervisory bodies, created
for this purpose. of all the steps they have taken to meet the obligations
they assumed by becoming party to the conventions."

According to the Committee

i4

the reporting process has a number of

objectives. The state concerned should undertake to monitor and evaluate
its own performance by conducting a thorough review of the degree to
which [he rights are enjoyed by all sections of the community. In doing
so, it should stimulate public scrutiny of government policy in the areas
concerned and pinpoint difficulties and shortcomings in existing ar·
rangements. Promotion of human rights is often the first stage leading to
[he protection of rights. In short. [t promotes respect for and protection.
promotion and fulfilment of human rights.

The most important UN instrument that employs this mechanism in respect of socia-economic rights is the International Covenant on Economic,

Cohn C 'The Early Harvest: Domestic Legal Changes Related to (he HUmCln Rights
Committee and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights' (1991) 13 Human Rights Quarterly 95 at 97.
10 Bayat N 'A Comparative Overview of Reponing on Socio-Economic Rights Under
!nternalional Human Rights Law Report' (191)7) Socio-Econumic Rights Project. Centre
for Human Rights, University of Pretoria at 2.
I I The petilion procedure is not discussed because the purpose of this article is to seek a
system [hat will have a bearing on the domesllc level
12 Heyns C 'laking Socio-Economic Rights Seriously: The Domes[ic Reporting Procedure
and [he Role of the South African Human Rights Commission' (1997) 30 De Jure 195 at
l}

205.
13 Ibid at 11)7.
[4 General Comment No [ (1989) at 12.
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Social and Cultural Rights.' Several other international human fights instruments enunciate socio-economic rights in respect of certain vulnerable
groups and pose corresponding reporting obligations. They include the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,lO the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women II and the Convention on the Rights of lhe Child, i,
South Africa has ratified the African Charter and other UN instruments.
including those listed above. except for the ICESCR. The latter has been
signed and is in the process of being ratified.'~ Ratification will mean that
South Africa will be subject to reporting obligations in respect of socioeconomic rights on three distinct levels. The most important will be the
ICESCR. which reqUires an initial report after two years and thereafter a
report every five years. On lhe regional level, the country is required to
report to the African Commission on Human and People's Rights every
two years.'" On the domestic level these international obligations will be
supplemented by the internal reporting procedure, created by section
184(3). that requires yearly reports.
As I have stated above, reponing requires the state to submit periodic
reports on the domestic implementation of the treaty rights. Generally,
the reports are considered by the supervisory body. which reviews them
and makes recommendaLions. It is to a large eXlent dependent on the
good faith of lhe states concerned. The international bodies are reliant
upon the provision of accurate and relevant information by the states, and
the monitoring body is mandated purely with the function of assisting and
advising states. Reporting is therefore considered as a mechanism for
fact-finding and, more specifically, the verification or the promotion of
human rights in COnLrast to the protecLive function of a petiLion system.

4 LESSONS fROM THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
There is a meaningful connection between the international and the domestic monitoring systems. In my view. the domestic system can rely on the
international system to enhance the protection of socio-economic rights.
The internaLional monitoring system has advantages (hal the domestic
system cannot offer. It provides a basis for a cross-national assessment of
a country's performance in the world, as seen from an impartial international

15 Ir was adopted on 16 December 1966. see Elde A el (1/ (eds) Econumic. Social and
Cultural RIghts (1995) al 15 and Chapman ,\ 'A viola(lons approacll for !Tloniloring Ihe
Internalional roven<:lrlt on Economic, Social and Culiural RighlS' (1996) 20 Human
Hight.,; Quarrer/y 21 al 23.
16 Adopl ed 1965 and entered illio force in 1969
17 Adopred 1979 and entered irHO force III 1981
18 Adopled 1989 and erHererl inlo force in 1990.
19 ]( was SIgned on 3 Ocrobcr 199,1
20 See Mugwanya GM 'Examinalion of Siale HepOrls by the Mriu:lfl COlllrrlission A Crilical
Appraisal' African Human Right.,; Law Journal 200 I (I) 268. Mugwanya spells ou( (he role
of {he African Commission ill effecting Ihe irnplcmeJlICHion of !he African Charier on
Human and People's Rights where il has 10 playa leading role in assessing Ihe observ<:lnce of hurnan rights by siaies party 10 rhe Charier.
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perspective. A body of jurisprudence on these rights has already started to

develop on (he international level. which provides a

tjme~(ested

s£arting

point. The SAH RC would be well advised to take cognisance of this jurisprudence. Moreover. through co-ordination of the international and domestic procedures the cost and effort of obtaining and assessing the required information can be reduced. The time frame for domestic reporting could be co-ordinated with South Africa's obligations under the
ICESCR because of the large degree of overlap between the rights in
question.
The first step, for the SAH RC, should be to issue guidelines on what is

expected from the various organs of state. It should have access to government's reports submitted to the international supervisory body and to
the findings issued by UN Committee. The relationship of the report to the
National Assembly and South Africa's report to the UN Committee will
also have to be carefully considered. The SAHRC has compiled an inventory of the international human rights instruments relating to the rights in
question that the government has ratified or intends ratifying. According
(Q

international practice, states are encouraged

(Q

make use of cross-

referencing between different reports instead of re-submitting the same
21
information where they have overlapping reporting dUlies.

Internationally, NGOs have been recognised as prominent players in the
process. The ability of NGOs to participate freely and effectively in the
review process is critical for putting more pressure on government for the
effective realisation of human rights, including socio~economic rights.
Therefore the SAHRC has to bring on board NGOs. It is not enough to
recognise them in theory without giving them a platform to exercise their
functions.
The manner of protecting socio-economic rights is to an extent dependent on global developments and trends. Increasingly, claims must be
advanced within the international as well as the domestic legal order. In
so doing the capaCity of both domestic and international human rights
institutions are enhanced. Courts are more likely to hold their govern~
ments to a purely internal standard of the right to social security or to an
adequate standard of living. They are less likely to enforce standards and
entitlements linked to internationally recognised social and economic
rights."
In other words, our domestic claims will be more successful if interna~
tiona! human rights bodies have identified certain areas in which domestic protection fails against international standards. That being the case, it
is important to take our claims and issues forward internationally as well
as domestically and to ensure that UN treaty monitoring bodies give clear
directions to our courts, SAH RC and the government.

21

(jeneral COlllmerli Nu I (1989) a( 13.

22 While the courts have a role (0 play in holding (he guvernment to its obligatiuns and
supervise the irnplerneruation of its urders in respeCt of these rights. their role will nor
be discussed in (his article. See N(Iama N 'Unlucking (he ~uture: Muniruring Coun Or·
ders in Respecr of Socia-Economic Righrs' (2005) 68 TJJR/JR (fonhcoming).
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There is a need (Q collaborate to ensure that the pressing issues of dom~
estic socjo~economic rights struggles are addressed at the international
level. The eFfective monitoring of socio-economic rights requires constant
interaction between the international and domestic monitoring bodies.
The consideration by the UN Committee of the righl to social security and
to an adequate standard of living may be useful in convincing the SAHRC,
courts and Parliamentarians of the importance of effective legal remedies
to ensure the realisation of these rights and universal and justiciable

standards.
5 DOMESTIC SYSTEM OF MONITORING
In this section, I discuss the role and the steps to be taken by the SAHRC
in Fulfilling its constitutional obligation of monitoring human rights, including socio-economic rights. Its primary aim should be [0 promote socioeconomic rights rather than to criticise the state'S performance in respect
of Ihese rights.

5, I The role and the nature of the commission's mandate in
section \84(3)
The SAHRC was established in terms of section lSI (I lib) of the Constitu-

tion and has a key role in monicoring the implementation of socio·eco·
nomic rights. It is one of (he institutions described in the Constitution as
'state institutions' supporting and strengthening constitutional democracy
in the Republic. It is a watChdog, whose main task is to monitor aclions of
the government and the private sector that may affect human rights,"

It is thereFore equipped with a powerFul information-gathering tool on
the steps taken by the relevant organs of slale to respect, protect, promote and fulfil socia-economic rights:" Section 184(3) of the Constitution
places an obligation on the SAHRC to request information each year from
the relevant organs of state on the steps that they have taken towards the
realisation of the socio-economic rights. With this information and information obtained from other independent sources, it will be in a strong

position to monitor and assess the observance of socia-economic rights in
South Africa.
The question could therefore be asked whether is it correct to describe
the system which section 184(3) creates as a domestic reporting procedure. In other words, does the section 184(3) procedure do something
similar for socia-economic rights on the domestic level to that which the
reporting procedure in terms of treaties like the ICESCR does For these
rights on the international level? In my view, section [84(3) creates precisely such a system on the domestic level. whereby state organs are
placed under a legal duty to report to an independent body on their
performance.

;n [Jebenberg Sand Pillay K $ocio-Economic R!ghts in $ou.th Africa (2000)
24 S 7(:~). Hurnflll Rigt1ts COlllmissioll Act 54 of I QQ4.

,I.[

51
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The essence of the international system of reporting. as I have stated
above, is that organs of state are required by law to inform an independent monitoring body, on a regular basis, on (he extent to which they have
managed or failed to comply with treaty norms. At the heart of the report-

ing procedure, as an enforcement mechanism, lies a duty of justification
on (he one side and a system of monitoring on the other. The South
African Consti(Ution creates such a duty of justification.
There are differences between the two types of reporting. I n the one
case the monitoring body is international and dedicated only to monitoring the particular set of rights in question. In the other case the monitoring body is domestic and has some other functions as well. However, in
both cases the bodies serve as independent monitors. The sources of the
legal obligations on the national and international levels are also different.
In (he case of international reporting. the source is the voluntary decision
of the state in question to become a party to a treaty. In the case of the
section 184(3) procedure the obligation is imposed by the Constitution.
That does not diminish the fact that legal obligations are created in both
instances to provide information on performance in respect of the fights
in question.
The SAHRC must submit an annual report that must be tabled in Parliament. In addition. it is obliged to submit quarterly reports to the President and Parliament on investigations and its findings. It may also submit
reports at any time if it deems this necessary.'" Importantly, the end-goal
of the section 184(3) process should not be seen simply as the production
of the report. These reports have the potential to provide a valuable public
record of the monitoring process if they identify instances of the violation
of socioMeconomic rights, engage organs of state in measures to improve
access to these rights and educate them regarding their obligations, make
wellMconsidered recommendations. follow up on such recommendations,
raise public awareness and identify areas of priority for the next monitoring cycle.
At the end of the day, the value of the section 184(3) mandate lies in
the SAHRC's ability to contribute to making socia-economic rights a
reality in the daily lives of disadvantaged groups." The tabling of a formal
report in Parliament will not achieve this goal on its own; it is essential
that the report receive some form of consideration in the parliamentary
system. The report should be considered by the relevant portfolio committees and perhaps debated in the National Assembly. In addition, a
user-friendly version of the report should be disseminated to the press
and media. These institutions bear the responsibility of taking matters
further by informing the public through the radiO, internet and television.
It may consequently be concluded that section 184(3) does create
a system that can legitimately be referred to as a domestic reporting
procedure.

25 5 15(2). Human Rights Corn mission Act 54 or J 994.
26 Brand D and Liebenberg 5 'The Second Econornic, Social and Cultural Rights Reports'
(2000) 2 ESR Review J 2 at 16
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6 NGO INVOLVEMENT IN THE MONITORING PROCESS
In this section I will analyse NGO involvement in the monitoring process.
The sad reality IS that most human rights NGOs are not directly involved
in the area of socio-economic rights. There are a number of factors that
have contributed to this shortcoming that I will briefly dwell on.
There is considerable room for NGO participation in the monitoring
process. Because NGOs are often close to the people, they can provide
information on the real problems people experience in obtaining access to
socio-economic rights. They can also use the Promotion of Access to
Information Act)! to obtain information in respect of these rights.

The information gathered can be valuable in helping NGOs to compile a
shadow report. Liebenberg defines a shadow report in this context as an
NGO report that aims to highlight information and problems relating to
the realisation of socio-economic rights that are not covered in the official
governmem report.<8 Governments usually assess themselves in a more
favourable light than do NGOs, which are often critical of government.
NGOs can also monitor the implementation of the National Action Plan for
the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights."" This is a detailed plan
for implementing a full range of civil, political, economic, social and
cultural rights, as well as rights to development, self-determination, peace
and environmental protection.
Shadow reports can also be submitted to international human rights
bodies. International reporting systems have shown that civil society is
central to an effective monitoring process. For example, the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural fights, which is responsible for
supervising state parties' obligations under (he Imernational Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, has developed innovative ways of
involving NGOs in the reporting system under the covenant. These include
inviting the submission of shadow reports or alternative reports as well as
opportunities for oral represemations. Mugwanya strongly recommends
that NGOs should not only participate in the processes of preparing re·
ports but should also be encouraged to supplement these reports by
providing the monitoring bodies with additional information. ~8
Indeed, participation by NGOs in the work of the UN Committee is the
most significant and perhaps the most controversial aspect of the supervision system.}1 The reason for this is that the covenant makes no reference
to NGO participation in the process. Similarly, the South African Constitu·
tion makes no reference to NGO participation in the monitoring process.
It does prOVide for the possibility of class action and for NGOs to act on

27 An 2 of 2000.
28 Licbenberg and Pillay (fn n above) ill 55
29 This Plan was handed in to the UN on 10 December 19913 in respunse to (he conUTlJ(ment in (ile Vienna Declara[ion or Human Righ{s and Programme of Acrion adopted by
the World Conrerence on Human Rights in June 1993
30 See tn 20 above
11 Craven M The Inrernationaf Cavenan! on t.-ronomic. Social and Cultural Rlghls: A PerspectIve on its Development (1995) a( 81
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behalf of victims if the government fails to honour its obligationS.

32

By

analogy. NGOs should be entitled to submit written statements and make
oral represemations to monitoring bodies and the government on how
they have performed in respect of the delivery of basic services. The
objective of allowing representations is (0 foster wider participation that will
make the monitoring process more transparem. NGO participation should
therefore be institutionalised and not merely encouraged informally.
The major obstacle to creative NGO participation seems to be a lack of
awareness and willingness as well as physical and financial constraints on
33
the organisations working within the sphere of socio-economic rights.
Human rights NGOs have shown reluctance to become involved with the
promorion of socia-economic rights,34 However, there have been calls by
organisations such as the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATUj and the Black Sash for access to the information provided to the
SAHRC by organs of state and for public hearings where comments can
35
be made on the information.
The SAHRC's reporting mechanism offers an institutionalised opportunity to comment on the extent of socio~economic rights delivery.~b Public
hearings should therefore be arranged to allow comments on the information provided by government departments. For example. the Black Sash
has a particular interest in monitoring the realisation of the right of access
3
to social security in South Africa. ? Its efforts are frustrated by its lack of
access to government reports and its inabitity to comment on them.
What role then does the SAHRC currently envisage for NGOs? The approach adopted by the SAHRC is that civil society should not be provided
with information received from the government departments until the
provisional composite report has been prepared.3~ This makes it impossi~
ble for NGOs to participate meaningfully.
As I have stated. the participation of NGOs is vital to the long-term suc3
cess of the monitoring mechanism. '< Denying NGOs immediate access to
relevant information is at odds with the sentiments of the former Chair~
person of the SAHRC. Dr Barney Pityana. who has argued that the implementation of social and economic rights requires democratic participation
by society at all levels: an informed civil SOCiety, a democratic govern~
ment and state institutions that monitor and inspire human rights action,'W

32 S 38
33 Craven (fn 11 above) at 82

34 Ibid.
35 Liebenberg S 'The South African Human Rights Commission' (1998) 1 Economic and
Social Rights Review at 7
36 Bevan G 'The Impact ot' the DiFferent Conceptions of Socio-Economic Rights in South
Africa' (1999) LLM thesis, University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg at 62,
37 Interview with (he Black Sash, held in Cape Town on 3 June 2001
38 The First and Second Repon on The Monitoring of the Realisation of Socio-Economic
Rights
39 Bevan (fn 36 above) at 63,
40 Concluding Address, Workshop on (he South African Human Rights CommiSSion (1997)
35 at 37.
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People must be enabled to teU the SAHRC and the government what the

situation is on (he ground.

41

If this is the objective. the SAHRC cannot be the only monitoring body.
If moniwring is (0 succeed. [here has to be more public and NCO participation.-'2 NGOs and the public should have access to the information
provided by the organs of state as soon as it is released to the SAHRC. The
SAHRC can only assess progress made in the realisation of socio~
economIc [lghts in South Africa if the information provided by the gov·

ernment is checked against allernative information submitted by NGOs,
individuals and trade unions

This would also be a more inclusive procedure and would give NGOs
and others an oppOrtUnity to comment before the SAHRC drafts its final
report." More should be done to analyse the information submitted before
the report is draf[ed. A more inclusive and crirical approach will not only

promote a more balanced assessmem, bU( will also place a wealth of
resources and experience at the disposal of the SAHRC. free of charge. We
need a civil SOCiety which knows where change should come from. According [Q Oanie Brand:
Experience has shown [hat srate represematives often portray the situation in
their country in (00 rosy a manner, whereas NGOs and civil society tend to be
more critical. It is only by being exposed to both perspectives that a balanced
H
and credible assessment can be made.
Also, parliamemary processes are at their most effective when complemented by lobbymg and advocacy of civil society. Civil society IS able to
create pohlical pressure, unlike the interventions by Ihe SAHf\C and the
Constitutional Coun. Civil SOCiety may remove barriers that stood in the
way of people gaining access to socio-economic rights'" by highhghting
the cases of groups who are particularly vulnerable and by placing pressure on (he stale to assist these groups and ensure that they gain access to
(he righrs in question. They are often rhe only voice for rural women,
people living wilh disabilities or chronic illness, poor children and elderly
persons.

Finally, the State, the SAHRC and the Constitutional Court have to be
inFormed aboU[ grassroots experiences of people if a more holistic conceptualisationof Ihese [lghts is to be achieved. The Poverty Ikarings,
organised by the Commission for Gender Equahty (CGE). South African
National NCO Coalition (SAN COCO) and the South African Human Righls
Commission (SAHRC), illustrated the hardship and suffenng experienced
by people on the ground.'" A closer look at the poverty hearings reveals
how NGOs may open space for the marginalised to be heard.

11
42
·13
44

fbuJ
Inlerview with Dr Mdc1Jay. Depanmem at Weitare, Eastern Cape, 21 May 200 I.
Inr.erview with Mr Kuma/o, Dep,]{[ment ot Education. Easwrn Cape. 21 May 2001
Brand 0 'South African I !uman Righls Cornnlission' 1199H) 2 /:.cunomic and Social Rl9ht~

Review

ttl

I J.

45 Uevan (fn 36 Jbove) al. HI.
46 The hearings were launched on 24 February J 99H and rau from Maretl to JlUl€ 199H.
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7 NETWORKING STRATEGIES FOR NGOs
Effective participation will require NGOs to share information and collabo~
rate in formulating strategies for their involvement in the monitoring

process.
At the moment there are limited opportunities for NGOs to participate
in the monitoring funC(ion entrusted to the SAHRC by (he Constitution,

One of the creative ways in which NGOs could playa vital role is through
a compilation of the shadow report, as mentioned above. This will require
a joint effort. Another way in which NGOs may become more directly
involved is by implementing a carefully (hought~out socio~economic rights
litigation strategy with the aim of incrementally establishing positive
precedents. Establishing and funding a group of progressive lawyers, who
would assist communities (0 enforce their socia-economic rights, can
do this. NGOs should further identify and take up cases, including the

preparation of amicus briefs, as the Legal Resources Centre and the
Community Law Centre (University of the Western Cape) did in the Groot47

boom case.
Other activities that should be co-ordinated include social mobilisation,
policy research and formulation, lobbying individuals, legislatures, statu4B

tory bodies and international agencies, and information sharing. Coordinated actions have greater impact and results, as recognised by the
49
report on the Poverty Hearings. This could cover both the process of
giving effect to socio-economic rights and the substantive impact of
government programmes on socio-economic rights.
Although both the Constitution'" and the Promotion of Access to Infor-

mation Act'" provide for access to informatiOn, knowledge of legal rights
and remedies among poor people leaves much to be desired. Legal advice
offices could play an important role in providing the necessary information. The restructuring of the Legal Aid system should address the right of
poor people to be provided with information and advice on their constitutional rights, particularly their socio-economic rights. NGOs could lobby
for a portion of the State's Legal Aid budget to be allocated to local citizens' advice offices for the purpose of providing access to information

and advice on all human rights, including socio-economic rights, and it is
encouraging that there are developments in this direction.
Lastly, it is also encouraging that Schools for Practical Legal Training

have included socio-economic rights in their curricula. This could be used
by NGOs to contribute to the emergence of a new generation of human
rights lawyers and activists.

47 Government qf the Republic of South Africa and Others v Grootboom and Others 2000 (11)
BCLR 1253 (Cel.
48 Ntornbela-Ndzimande P 'The Role of the Independent Commissions and Civil SocielY'
(1999) I Economic and Social Rights Review at 20.
49 Report on Poverty Hearings Orgclflised by CCE, SANCOCO, SAHRC UWC Community
Law Centre, July 1998 at 171.
50 S 32.
51 Act 2 of 2000.
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8 CONCLUSION
The fact that socia-economic rights have been entrenched in the Covenant
and in our Constitution is commendable, but the acid test lies in the
manner in which these rights are realised. It is encouraging to note that
the bodies entrusted With the responsibility of ensuring the effective
realisation of these rights are using everything at their disposal to do so.
As the process is new for the SAHRC, it is extremely important that they
look for guidance from the international community as [0 how to do it
effectively.
The SAHRC, in fulfilling the mandate, has developed protocols in accessing information from the relevant governmem departments on the
manner in which they have promoted socio-economic rights. It has made
mistakes, but useful experience has been acquired. The stance of not
involving NGOs before a final report is drawn up is quite disheaflening,
considering the role that NGOs could play in monitoring socia-economic
rights. Africa has also taken a vital step in promoting human tights, including socia-economic rights, by establishing the African Commission on
Human and People's Rights. Therefore, lessons from the international
community will provide a basis for the realisation of socia-economic rights
in South Africa.
I conclude by quoting the former chairperson of the SAHRC, Dr Barney
Pityana, on the Commission's role:
The constitution makers decided in their wisdom to provide a mechanism
whereby economic and social rights (considered by some to be of dubious justiciability and enforceability) could go beyond mere aspirations and unenforceable direclives. The constitulion makers inlended to make these rights
substantial and effective.
In order to take up this challenge we must hold the government accountable
through requiring them to justify their laws and policies, the setting of priorities
and the way in which the resources of our country are being spent. We will
assess whether decisions tal~en by the government are reasonably targeted at
the realisation of rhf- economiC and social rights enshrined in the Rill of Rights
As we seek to do this worl~, we recognise that we have enormous reSOurces in
our country. The NCOs and other organisations have been working on these
Issues in other ways. We need to consult wilh them.'"
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